Abstract. We consider a stochastic variant of the single machine total weighted tardiness problem jobs parameters are independent random variables with normal or Erlang distributions. Since even deterministic problem is NP-hard, it is difficult to find global optimum for large instances in the reasonable run time. Therefore, we propose tabu search metaheuristics in this work. Computational experiments show that solutions obtained by the stochastic version of metaheuristics are more stable (i.e. resistant to data disturbance) than solutions generated by classic, deterministic version of the algorithm.
Literature review
The total weighted tardiness problem is NP-hard [15] . Enumerative algorithms (which use dynamic programming and branch and bound approaches) for the problem are described in [22, 29] . The algorithms are a significant improvement over exhaustive search but they remain laborious and are applicable only to relatively small problems, with the number of jobs not exceeding 50 (80 in a multi-processor computer [29] ). The enumerative algorithms mentioned above may require considerable computer resources both in terms of computation times and core storage. Therefore, many algorithms have been proposed to find near optimal schedules in reasonable time.
Local search methods start from an initial solution and if repeatedly try to improve the current solution by local changes. The interchanges are continued until a solution that cannot be improved is obtained, which is a local minimum. To increase the performance of local search algorithms, metaheuristics like tabu search are used [2, 7] , simulated annealing [23] , path relinking [4] , genetic algorithms [7] , ant colony optimization [9] . A very effective iterated local-search method has been proposed by Kirlik and Oguz [13] . The key aspect of the method is its ability to explore an exponential-size neighborhood in polynomial time by a dynamic programming technique.
Introduction
Single machine scheduling problems with cost goal functions, despite the simplicity of their formulation, belong to the most difficult class of (NP-hard) combinatorial optimization problems. In the literature there are many such problems with different parameters of tasks, functional properties of machines and different goal functions. Starting from the simplest problems -with one constraint (e.g. problem denoted by 1k∑w i U i , concerning the latest tasks' due dates), to complex problems of set-ups and time windows, where in the optimal solution machines may have downtimes. They are important both from theoretical and practical standpoint because:
1. they enable modeling and analysis of simple production systems and individual positions in more complex systems, 2. they are considered as special cases of more general problems, 3. some of their particular properties can often be generalized, 4. they provide a common basis for the methods for solving many NP-hard problems, 5. they are not only simple in implementation but there is also a number of test examples in the literature. Single machine problems are important from the theory and practice point of view, because: (1) they allows us to research single production nest of the manufacturing system (bottleneck), (2) their specific properties can be generalized to multi-machine issues, (3) many transportation and logistic problems (e.g. variations of traveling salesman problem) are formulated as single machine problems with setup times and additional constrains. Examples of their practical applications were presented by Lann and Mosheiov [14] .
We consider the single machine total weighted tardiness problem (in short -TWT), denoted as 1k∑w i T i . A set of n jobs 220 Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 65(2) 2017 W. Bożejko, P. Rajba, and M. Wodecki
In many applications, serious difficulties occur while indicating parameters or when the data comes from inaccurate measurement equipment. Due to short realization terms, short series and production elasticity there are no comparative data and no possibility to conduct experimental studies that would enable one to determine explicit values of certain parameters. Furthermore, in many economy branches like tourism, agriculture, commerce, building industry, etc., the processes that occur have, by their nature, random character (they depend on weather, market conditions, accidents, etc.). Making decisions in the conditions of uncertainty (lack of exact values of parameters) becomes quotidian. Stochastic scheduling problems, where job durations are random variables with known probability distributions have been studied in the literature for more than 40 years. A comprehensive review of methods and algorithms solving combinatorial optimization problems with random parameters were presented by: Dean [8] , Vondrák [28] and Pinedo [21] . In case of single machine problems it is usually assumed that the parameters of the process (eg. release dates, times of tasks performances or due dates, etc.) are independent random variables. Generally, there are two types of objective function considered in the literature:
1. regular -non-negative, non-decreasing function (of completion times). Some typical examples are given below:
• expected number of late/tardy jobs [10, 27] ,
• expected weighted number of late/tardy jobs [17] ,
• expected total weighted tardiness [5, 6] ,
• total weight of batches of jobs [11] , 2. non-regular (in the context in just-in-time scheduling):
• expected number of early and tardy jobs [25] ,
• expected total weighted number of early and tardy jobs [26] , • expected weighted sum of earliness and tardiness [1, 18] .
In this paper we present a problem of scheduling on a single machine with the due dates and the total weighted tardiness cost minimization. We assume that processing times and due dates are deterministic or random variables with standard or Erlang distribution. Stochastic TWT problem will be briefly denoted by STWT. Literature describes certain variants of STWT problem with different distributions of random variables: Jang et al. [12] (normal distribution), Cai and Zhoi [5] (exponential distribution), Li et al. [16] (Erlang distribution). Here we study the resistance to random parameter changes on solutions constructed according to the tabu search metaheuristics. We also present a certain measure (called stability) that allows one to evaluate the resistance of solutions to random data perturbations.
Problem description and enumeration scheme
To formulate the problem, we will use the following notation:
J -set of jobs, rameters) becomes quotidian. Stochastic scheduling probs, where job durations are random variables with known bability distributions have been studied in the literature for re than 40 years. A comprehensive review of methods and orithms solving combinatorial optimization problems with dom parameters were presented by: Dean [8] , Vondrák [28] d Pinedo [21] . In case of single machine problems it is usuy assumed that the parameters of the process (eg. release tes, times of tasks performances or due dates, etc.) are inpendent random variables. Generally, there are two types of jective function considered in the literature:
egular -non-negative, non-decreasing function (of compleion times). Some typical examples are given below:
• expected number of late/tardy jobs (van den Akker and Hoogeveen [27] , Elyasi and Salmasi [10] ),
• expected weighted number of late/tardy jobs (Li and Chen [17] ),
• expected total weighted tardiness (Cai and Zhoi [5, 6] ),
• total weight of batches of jobs (Hu et al. [11] ), on-regular (in the context in Just-In-Time scheduling):
• expected number of early and tardy jobs (Soroush [25] ),
• expected total weighted number of early and tardy jobs (Soroush [26] ),
• expected weighted sum of earliness and tardiness (Alidee and Dragon [1] , Mazdeh et al. [18] ).
In this paper we present a problem of scheduling on a sinmachine with the due dates and the total weighted taress cost minimization. We assume that processing times d due dates are deterministic or random variables with stanrd or Erlang distribution. Stochastic TWT problem will be efly denoted by STWT. Literature describes certain variants STWT problem with different distributions of random variles. Jang and al. [12] (normally distribution), Cai and Zhoi (exponential distribution), Li and al. [16] (Erlang distrition). Here we study the resistance to random parameter anges on solutions constructed according to the tabu search taheuristics. We also present a certain measure (called staity) that allows one to evaluate the resistance of solutions to dom data perturbations. 
where tardiness
The
job π(i) is considered early, if it is completed before its due date (C π(i) ≤ d π(i) ) and tardy, if the job is completed after its due date (i.e. C π(i) > d π(i) ).
The total weighted tardiness problem consists in finding such a permutation π * ∈ Φ which minimizes function f on the set Φ, i.e.
f (π * ) = min{ f (π) : π ∈ Φ}.
Blocks of jobs in permutation
In every permutation π ∈ Φ there are such subsequences of jobs, that:
1. executing of every job from subsequence ends before its deadline (all of the jobs are not tardy), or 2. executing of every job from subsequence ends after its deadline (all of the jobs are tardy).
Such a subsequences we call blocks.
Block of early jobs
We call a subsequence of jobs π E from permutation π ∈ Φ as E-block, if: a) every job j ∈ π E is early and d j ≥ C last , where C last is the time of finishing of executing of the last job from π E , b) π E is maximal subsequence which fulfilling limitation (a).
It is easy to proof, that if π E is E-block, that
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In this paper we present a problem of scheduling on a sinmachine with the due dates and the total weighted taress cost minimization. We assume that processing times due dates are deterministic or random variables with stand or Erlang distribution. Stochastic TWT problem will be efly denoted by STWT. Literature describes certain variants STWT problem with different distributions of random varies. Jang and al. [12] (normally distribution), Cai and Zhoi (exponential distribution), Li and al. [16] (Erlang distrition). Here we study the resistance to random parameter nges on solutions constructed according to the tabu search taheuristics. We also present a certain measure (called staity) that allows one to evaluate the resistance of solutions to dom data perturbations.
J -set of jobs, p i , w i , d i -processing time, weight and due date of a job i ∈ J, T i -tardiness of a job i, C i -completion time of a job i, π -permutation, f (π) -cost function, Φ -set of all permutations of elements from J, π E ,π T -blocks, i k l , s k l -insert and swap moves, M(π) -set of moves, N(π) -neighborhood, f -density function, F -cumulative distribution. Each schedule of jobs can be a represent by permutation π = (π(1), π (2) , . . . , π(n)) of elements of the jobs set J. Let Φ denotes the set of all n-elementary permutations. For any permutation π ∈ Φ, by C π(i) = ∑ i j=1 p π( j) w denote the completion time of execution of the job π(i). The total cost of the solution π is
job π(i) is considered early, if it is completed before its due date (C π(i) ≤ d π(i) ) and tardy, if the job is completed after its due date (i.e. C π(i) > d π(i) ).
Blocks of jobs in permutation
Block of early jobs
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. ( 2)
The job π(i) is considered early, if it is completed before its due date (C π(i) • d π(i) ) and tardy, if the job is completed after its due date (i.e. C π(i) > d π(i) ).
The total weighted tardiness problem consists in finding such a permutation π ¤ 2 Φ which minimizes function f on the set Φ, i.e.
isions in the conditions of uncertainty (lack of exact values of arameters) becomes quotidian. Stochastic scheduling probems, where job durations are random variables with known robability distributions have been studied in the literature for ore than 40 years. A comprehensive review of methods and lgorithms solving combinatorial optimization problems with andom parameters were presented by: Dean [8] , Vondrák [28] nd Pinedo [21] . In case of single machine problems it is usully assumed that the parameters of the process (eg. release ates, times of tasks performances or due dates, etc.) are inependent random variables. Generally, there are two types of bjective function considered in the literature: regular -non-negative, non-decreasing function (of completion times). Some typical examples are given below:
• total weight of batches of jobs (Hu et al. [11] ), non-regular (in the context in Just-In-Time scheduling):
In this paper we present a problem of scheduling on a sinle machine with the due dates and the total weighted tariness cost minimization. We assume that processing times nd due dates are deterministic or random variables with stanard or Erlang distribution. Stochastic TWT problem will be riefly denoted by STWT. Literature describes certain variants f STWT problem with different distributions of random varibles. Jang and al. [12] (normally distribution), Cai and Zhoi 5] (exponential distribution), Li and al. [16] (Erlang distriution). Here we study the resistance to random parameter hanges on solutions constructed according to the tabu search etaheuristics. We also present a certain measure (called staility) that allows one to evaluate the resistance of solutions to andom data perturbations. 
job π(i) is considered early, if it is completed before its due date (C π(i) ≤ d π(i) ) and tardy, if the job is completed after its due date (i.e. C π(i) > d π(i) ).
Blocks of jobs in permutation
Block of early jobs
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Blocks of jobs in permutation.
In every permutation π 2 Φ there are such subsequences of jobs, that: 1. executing of every job from subsequence ends before its deadline (all of the jobs are not tardy), or 2. executing of every job from subsequence ends after its deadline (all of the jobs are tardy).
Such subsequences are called blocks.
Block of early jobs
We call a subsequence of jobs π E from permutation π 2 Φ an E-block if: a) every job j 2 π E is early and d j ¸ C last , where C last is the time of finishing of executing of the last job from π E , b) π E is maximal subsequence which fulfilling limitation (a). It is easy to proof, that if π E is E-block, that ems, where job durations are random variables with known robability distributions have been studied in the literature for ore than 40 years. A comprehensive review of methods and lgorithms solving combinatorial optimization problems with andom parameters were presented by: Dean [8] , Vondrák [28] nd Pinedo [21] . In case of single machine problems it is usully assumed that the parameters of the process (eg. release ates, times of tasks performances or due dates, etc.) are inependent random variables. Generally, there are two types of bjective function considered in the literature:
regular -non-negative, non-decreasing function (of completion times). Some typical examples are given below:
job π(i) is considered early, if it is completed before its due date (C π(i) ≤ d π(i) ) and tardy, if the job is completed after its due date (i.e. C π(i) > d π(i) ).
Blocks of jobs in permutation
Block of early jobs
We call a subsequence of jobs π E from permutation π ∈ Φ as E-block, if: a) every job j ∈ π E is early and d j ≥ C last , where C last is the time of finishing of executing of the last job from π E , b) π E is maximal subsequence which fulfilling limitation (a). Any move υ (i-move or s-move) is improving, if it gives improvement of cost function, that means generates permutation π υ such, that f(π υ ) < f(π). Theorem 1 follows, that moves consist in changing the order of jobs in any block are not improving moves.
Let job π( j) belong to some block in permutation π. Moves, which can improve value of cost function consist in moving job π( j) before the first, or after the last job of this block. M j bf and M j af be sets of such moves (that means all of i-moves and s-moves), and
, in any permutation of jobs from π E , every job is executed ly in permutation π. Algorithm (AE-block) designating block is included in the work [2] .
ck of tardy jobs
We call subsequence of jobs (occurring directly one after other) π T from permutation π ∈ Φ as T-block, if:
very job j ∈ π T is early and d j < C f irst + p j , where C f irst is he time of finishing executing of the first job in π T , T is maximal subsequence which fulfills limitation (a').
It is easy to proof, that in any permutation of jobs from π T , ry job is tardy in permutation π.
Considering sequentially π (starting from π (1)) and applyappropriate algorithm AE-block or AT-block (see [2] ), we partition π into E and T blocks. Complexity of partition cedure is O(n). ample 1. Let us consider the 10 jobs' instance that is specid in Table 1 . Let π = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) . Permutation π has three blocks: T 1 = (1, 2, 3, 4), T 2 = (7), T 3 = (8) and two Dcks: D 1 = (5, 6), D 2 = (9, 10). We can see these blocks With respect to T-blocks π T in π, it should be noticed that Condition (a' from section 2.1), for any permutation of s within π T , all the jobs are tardy. Therefore, an optimal uence of the jobs within π T of π can obtained, using ll-known Weighted Shortest Processing Time (WSPT) rule, posed by Smith [24] . The WSPT rule creates an optimal uence of the jobs in the non-increasing order of the ratios /p j . . We are obtaining permutation (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10) . The total cost f (β ) = 158. Optimal rmutation π * = (6, 10, 4, 5, 3, 1, 7, 9, 2, 8) , and f (π * ) = 47.
rived from the following Theorem. THEOREM 1. [2] Let π ∈ Φ be a permutation with blocks B 1 , B 2 , ..., B m , and let the jobs of each T-block of π are ordered according to the WSPT rule. If the permutation β has been obtained from π by an interchange of jobs that f (β ) < f (π), then in β , at least one job of some block of π was moved before the first or after the last job of this block.
Note that Theorem 1 provides the necessary condition to obtain a permutation β from π such that f (β ) < f (π).
Tabu search algorithm
Generally, in tabu search algorithm, for the given initial permutation, we identify blocks (if there is more than one partition of the permutation into blocks, any of them can be used), and re-order the jobs of each Tblock according to the WSPT rule. Then, for the resulting (basic) permutation π, we calculate f (π), create the set of moves, compound move υ, and the permutation π υ . Next, the search process is repeated for the new basic permutation π υ until a given number of iterations is reached. According to the philosophy of tabu search, the compound move cannot contain single moves with a tabu status; these moves are not allowed.
Moves and neighborhoods
One of the main components of a local search algorithm is the definition of the move set that creates a neighbourhood. A move changes the location of some jobs in a given permutation. Among many types of moves considered in the literature, two of them appear prominently: 
Computational complexity of executing i-move is O(n), and O(1) of executing s-move.
Any move υ (i-move or s-move) is improving, if it gives improvement of cost function, that means generates permutation π υ such, that f (π υ ) < f (π). Theorem 1 follows, that moves consist in changing the order of jobs in any block are not improving moves.
Let job π( j) belongs to some block in permutation π. Moves, which can improve value of cost function consist in moving job π( j) before the first, or after the last job of this block. 
The neighborhood of the π is a set of permutations
Much more efficient moves and neighbourhoods used in single machine algorithms are described in the works [3] and [30] . The neighborhood of the π is a set of permutations 
ck of tardy jobs
We call subsequence of jobs (occurring directly one after ther) π T from permutation π ∈ Φ as T-block, if:
Fundamental Block Properties of the TWT problem are derived from the following Theorem. THEOREM 1. [2] Let π ∈ Φ be a permutation with blocks B 1 , B 2 , ..., B m , and let the jobs of each T-block of π are ordered according to the WSPT rule. If the permutation β has been obtained from π by an interchange of jobs that f (β ) < f (π), then in β , at least one job of some block of π was moved before the first or after the last job of this block.
Tabu search algorithm
Moves and neighborhoods
Computational complexity of executing i-move is O(n), and O(1) of executing s-move.
Much more efficient moves and neighbourhoods used in single machine algorithms are described in the works [3] and [30] Much more efficient moves and neighbourhoods used in single machine algorithms are described in [3, 30] . (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) With respect to T-blocks π T in π, it should be noticed that by condition a' from Section 3.1, for any permutation of jobs within π W. Bożejko, P. Rajba, and M. Wodecki
To prevent from arising cycle too quickly (returning to the same permutation after some small number of iterations of the algorithm), some attributes of each move are saved on so-called tabu list (list of the forbidden moves).
The tabu moves list
To prevent from arising cycle some attributes of each movement are put in on the list of tabu moves. It is realized by means of FIFO queue. Performing a movement m 
Randomization
In practice, there are considerable difficulties in defining probability distributions of random variables that are parameters of the model. Especially when there is a lack of statistical data. Typically, in this case, we use expert knowledge that determines both distributions and their parameters. In this section we consider the stochastic single machine total weighted tardiness problem (STWT) where, processing times or tasks due dates are random variables with normal or Erlang distribution. The first distribution is most commonly used in modeling of "natural'' randomness (eg. weather, demand, traffic flow, etc.), second -in turn -concerns machine breakdowns, absenteeism, employee errors, etc.
Let π 2 Φ be a sequence of the tasks processing for STWT problem. If the execution times p i or the expected jobs' due dates d˜i(i 2 J) are random variables, then tardiness T π(i) (equivalent 2) and the objective function (equivalent to 1) To prevent from arising cycle too quickly (returning to the same permutation after some small number of iterations of the algorithm), some attributes of each move are saved on so-called tabu list (list of the forbidden moves).
The Tabu Moves List
To prevent from arising cycle some attributes of each movement are put in on the list of tabu moves. It is realized by means of FIFO queue. Performing a movement m r j ∈ M(π) (i-move or s-move) on the tabu list L attributes of this move, i.e. the triple (π(r), j, f (π r j )) are put down. Let us assume that we examine a move m k l ∈ M(β ) generating from β ∈ Φ a permutation β k l . If there is a triple (r, j, Ψ) on the list L such that β (k) = r, l = j and f (β k l ) ≤ Ψ then such a move is removed from the set M(β ).
Randomization
In practice, there are considerable difficulties in defining probability distributions of random variables that are parameters of the model. Especially when there is a lack of statistical data. Typically, in this case, we use expert knowledge that determines both distributions and their parameters. In this section we consider the stochastic single machine total weighted tardiness problem (STWT) where, processing times or tasks due dates are random variables with normal or Erlang distribution. The first distribution is most commonly used in modeling of "natural" randomness (eg. weather, demand, traffic flow, etc.), second -in turn -concerns machine breakdowns, absenteeism, employee errors, etc.
Let π ∈ Φ be a sequence of the tasks processing for STWT problem. If the execution timesp i or the expected jobs' due datesd i (i ∈ J) are random variables, then tardinessT π(i) (equivalent 2) and the objective function (equivalent to 1)
are also random variables. In the algorithms for solving optimization problems objective function values for different solution are compared. In case when the function is random variable (5) we will use some of its moments or its combinations. Initially performed computational experiments have shown that the best results were obtained when the expected solution and standard deviation were applied to compare the solutions. Therefore, as the comparative criteria for solutions there will be two functions applied:
Parameter δ (0 < δ ≤ 1) is determined experimentally. If X is a random variable, then by F X and f X we denote respectively its cumulative distribution and density function. for considered in the work distributions of random variables (normal or Erlang's), the density function is equal to the derivative of the cumulative distribution function, i.e. f X (x) = F X (x). Since the variance 
Let
..,n be an example of deterministic data for TWT problem. In order to simplify the notation we assume that the current solution to the problem is a natural permutation, ie. π = (1, 2, . . . , n). In this section we consider the stochastic variants of the problem in which some tasks' parameters (processing times or due dates) are random variables:
It is easy to verify that for both distributions the expected value Ep i = p i . Individual cases will be briefly put down using a modification of the notation of Graham. For each of them we will give formulas enabling the calculation of the function W 1 and W 2 . From the equality (8) we can see that the process comes down to the calculation of values of expected variables E(T i ) oraz E(T 2 i ).
The times of jobs executionp i ∼ N(p i , a· p i ) (i ∈ J) are independent random variables with normal distribution. It is easy to notice that the times of jobs completion are random variables with normal distribution (see. Corollary 1), that is: 
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Randomization
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To prevent from arising cycle too quickly (returning to the e permutation after some small number of iterations of algorithm), some attributes of each move are saved on called tabu list (list of the forbidden moves).
e Tabu Moves List
To prevent from arising cycle some attributes of each movent are put in on the list of tabu moves. It is realized by means FIFO queue. Performing a movement m r j ∈ M(π) (i-move s-move) on the tabu list L attributes of this move, i.e. the le (π(r), j, f (π r j )) are put down. Let us assume that we examine a move
Randomization practice, there are considerable difficulties in defining problity distributions of random variables that are parameters of model. Especially when there is a lack of statistical data. pically, in this case, we use expert knowledge that deternes both distributions and their parameters. In this section consider the stochastic single machine total weighted taress problem (STWT) where, processing times or tasks due es are random variables with normal or Erlang distribution. e first distribution is most commonly used in modeling of tural" randomness (eg. weather, demand, traffic flow, etc.), ond -in turn -concerns machine breakdowns, absenteeism, ployee errors, etc. Let π ∈ Φ be a sequence of the tasks processing for STWT blem. If the execution timesp i or the expected jobs' e datesd i (i ∈ J) are random variables, then tardinessT π(i) uivalent 2) and the objective function (equivalent to 1)
also random variables. In the algorithms for solving optimization problems objece function values for different solution are compared. In e when the function is random variable (5) we will use some its moments or its combinations. Initially performed compuional experiments have shown that the best results were obned when the expected solution and standard deviation were lied to compare the solutions. Therefore, as the comparae criteria for solutions there will be two functions applied:
rameter δ (0 < δ ≤ 1) is determined experimentally. If X is a random variable, then by F X and f X we denote rectively its cumulative distribution and density function. for considered in the work distributions of random variables (normal or Erlang's), the density function is equal to the derivative of the cumulative distribution function, i.e. f X (x) = F X (x). Since the variance 
are independent random variables with normal distribution. It is easy to notice that the times of jobs completion are random variables with normal distribution (see. Corollary 1), that is:
, (8) in order to calculate the standard deviation one should determine only expected values of random variables X and X 2 . When calculating the value of the function W 1 and W 2 we will use the following property.
Corollary 1.
If the tasks' processing times p i 2 J are independent random variables, then the deadlines of tasks execution
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. (10) Let (p i , d i , w i ) i = 1, 2, …, n be an example of deterministic data for TWT problem. In order to simplify the notation we assume that the current solution to the problem is a natural permutation, ie. π = (1, 2, …, n) . In this section we consider the stochastic variants of the problem in which some tasks' parameters (processing times or due dates) are random variables:
It is easy to verify that for both distributions the expected value Ep i = p i . Individual cases will be briefly put down using a modification of the notation of Graham. For each of them we will give formulas enabling the calculation of the function W 1 and W 2 . From the equality (8) we can see that the process comes down to the calculation of values of expected variables
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LEMMA 1. Cumulative distribution of tardiness, i.e. of ran-
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where fC i (x) is density of random variableC i .
Proof. We consider two cases:
We note that
To prove the formula (14) on the density function fT i (x) we should only calculate the derivative from cumulative distribution (13) .
To simplify the notation we assume that
In this case, the density function of the deadline for tasks com-
Here we will prove an auxiliary lemma, which we use in calculating the expected value of random variablesT i andT 2 i . LEMMA 2. IfC i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n is a random variable specifying the date of completion of the task (11), then
Proof. From the definition of the random variableC i and (15) and (16) follows that
We introduce substitutions z =
We notice that
We have proved the first integral of the thesis. Now we can move to proof of equality (18) . Using the designation (15) , the density function of the random variableC i and substitution that we used in proof (17) we obtain
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We return to the formulation (19) . Using (20), (21) and (22), after simple transformations, we ultimately obtain the thesis of the lemma
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If the times of the tasks execution are independent random variables with a normal distribution ( p i » N( p i , a ¢p i ), i 2 J ), then when calculating the value of the function W 1 and W 2 we will use Theorem 4 and 5.
We assume that deadlines of tasks completion are independent random variables normally distributed (d˜i » N(d i , c¢d i ), i 2 J ).
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Proof. The proof is similar as Lemma 1.
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□
In this case, to compute the value of the function W 1 and W 2 we will use Theorem 2 and 3.
We assume that the times of the tasks executions p i , i 2 J are independent random variables with Erlang distribution, Case C (problem:
We assume that the times of the tasks executionsp i , i ∈ J are independent random variables with Erlang distribution,p i ∼ E(α i , λ ). Then, the completion date of task i ∈ J is a random variable with Erlang distribution (Corollary 1)
From the definition of the Erlang distribution, the density function of the random
In such a case tardiness
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Proof. The proof is omitted because it is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.
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Now we prove the second equality thesis of the lemma.
The last equality used (32).
THEOREM 6. If the times of the tasks execution independent random variables of the Erlang distribu E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then the expected value of tasks tardiness
Proof. The expected value
We calculate the integral 
Substituting (33) into the above equality we obtain the a tion theorem.
We calculate the expected value of the variableT 2 i .
THEOREM 6. If the times of the tasks execution are independent random variables of the Erlang distribution E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then the expected value of tasks tardiness is
Substituting (33) into the above equality we obtain the asser-
The first two integrals are cal and (31). Then, after simple assertion (34).
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We calculate the expected value of the variableT 2 i . THEOREM 7. If the task completion times are independent random variables with erlang distribution E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then the expected value of tardiness (27) 
Proof. By the definition of the expected value
Similarly, as in the proof of Theorem 6 by performing substi-
LEMMA 7. Cumulative distribution of tasks tardiness (35)
Proof. We omit the proof because it is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.
Then, we can proceed to calculate the expected values of random variablesT i andT 2 i . THEOREM 8. If the requested deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), i = 1, 2, . . . n, then the expected value of tardiness (35) is
Proof. Using the density function of the tardiness of random variableT i (Lemat 7) the expected value
The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value of the square tardiness is Proof. The expected value
We calculate the integral
Proof. We omit the proo Lemma 5.
Then, we can proceed random variablesT i and THEOREM 8. If the re of tasks are independent
Proof. Using the density variableT i (Lemat 7) the
The next part is similar to THEOREM 9. If the e of tasks are independent butiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the is
Proof. We omit the proof because it is similar Lemma 5.
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Proof. Using the density function of the tardin variableT i (Lemat 7) the expected value
The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlines for of tasks are independent random variables with butiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value of the s is
□
We calculate the expected value of the variable T i 2 .
Theorem 7.
If the task completion times are independent random variables with erlang distribution E(α i , λ), i 2 J , then the expected value of tardiness (27) 
of task i 2 J is
LEMMA 7. Cumulative distribution of tasks tardiness (3
Proof. We omit the proof because it is similar to the proof Lemma 5.
Then, we can proceed to calculate the expected values random variablesT i andT 2 i . THEOREM 8. If the requested deadlines for the complet of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang dis
Proof. Using the density function of the tardiness of rand variableT i (Lemat 7) the expected value
The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlines for the complet of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang dis butiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value of the square tardin is
equality we obtain the asserlue of the variableT 2 i . pletion times are independent stribution E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then (27) of task i ∈ J is
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Proof. We omit the proof because it is s Lemma 5.
Then, we can proceed to calculate th random variablesT i andT 2 i . THEOREM 8. If the requested deadlin of tasks are independent random variabl
Proof. Using the density function of the variableT i (Lemat 7) the expected value
The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlin of tasks are independent random variabl butiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value o is
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ion of the expected value
roof of Theorem 6 by performing substibtain
Then, we can proceed to calculate the expected values of random variablesT i andT 2 i . THEOREM 8. If the requested deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distri-
The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value of the square tardiness is Proof. By the definition of the expected value
Then, we can proceed to calculate the expected values of random variablesT i andT 2 i . THEOREM 8. If the requested deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), i = 1, 2,...n, then the expected value of tardiness (35) is
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The expected value 
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OREM 7. If the task completion times are independent variables with erlang distribution E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then ected value of tardiness (27) of task i ∈ J is
By the definition of the expected value
rly, as in the proof of Theorem 6 by performing substi-
The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value of the square tardiness is Similarly, as in the proof of Theorem 6 by performing substitution u = x + d i we obtain
Proof. We omit the pro Lemma 5.
Then, we can procee random variablesT i and THEOREM 8. If the r of tasks are independen
The next part is similar THEOREM 9. If the e of tasks are independen
The first two integrals are calculated using the equality (30) and (31). Then, after simple transformations, we obtain the assertion (34).
□
When tasks completion times are random variables with Erlang distribution, values of the function W 1 and W 2 are calculated using the Theorem 6 and 7.
We assume that the required deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distribution d˜i » E(β i , μ), where
. Similarly, as for case B, we determine the cumulative distribution function of the density of tasks tardiness i 2 J ajba, and M. Wodecki .
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We assume that the required deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distribu-
Similarly, as for case B, we determine the cumulative distribution function of the density of tasks tardiness
where the date of tasks completion is C i = ∑ i j=1 p j . LEMMA 7. Cumulative distribution of tasks tardiness (35)
and density function independent random variables of the Erlang distribution E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then the expected value of tasks tardiness is
mulative distribution function of the density of tasks tardiness
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oof. The expected value 
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oof. By the definition of the expected value
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The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value of the square tardiness is E(α i , λ ) , i ∈ J, then the expected value of tasks tardiness is
where the date of tasks completion is C i = ∑ i j=1 p j . LEMMA 7. Cumulative distribution of tasks tardiness (3
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The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value of the square tardiness is where β = β 1 + β 2 + … + β n .
Proof. Using the density function of the tardiness of random variable T i (Lemat 7) the expected value THEOREM 6. If the times of the tasks execution are independent random variables of the Erlang distribution E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then the expected value of tasks tardiness is Substituting (33) into the above equality we obtain the assertion theorem.
Proof. The expected value
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efinition of the expected value
the proof of Theorem 6 by performing substii we obtain
We assume that the required deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ) 
The next part is similar to the proof of 4 □ Theorem 9. If the expected deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distribution d˜i » E(β i , μ), the expected value of the square tardiness is λ last equality used (32). HEOREM 6 . If the times of the tasks execution are ependent random variables of the Erlang distribution i , λ ), i ∈ J, then the expected value of tasks tardiness is We assume that the required deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ) 
THEOREM 6. If the times of the tasks execution are independent random variables of the Erlang distribution E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then the expected value of tasks tardiness is Substituting (33) into the above equality we obtain the assertion theorem.
We calculate the expected value of the variableT 2 i . THEOREM 7. If the task completion times are independent random variables with erlang distribution E(α i , λ ), i ∈ J, then the expected value of tardiness (27) of task i ∈ J is E(T We assume that the required deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ) 
The next part is similar to the proof of 4 THEOREM 9. If the expected deadlines for the completion of tasks are independent random variables with Erlang distributiond i ∼ E(β i , µ), the expected value of the square tardiness is The last equality used (32).
In carrying out the substitution, as in the proof of Theorem 4 and using Lemma 6 (equality (30) and (31) 
In carrying out the substitution, as in the proof of Theorem 4 and using Lemma 6 (equality (30) and (31) In carrying out the substitution, as in the and using Lemma 6 (equality (30) and ( 
In carrying out the substitution, as in the proof of Theorem 4 and using Lemma 6 (equality (30) and (31)) we finally obtain
In carrying out the substitution, as in the proof of Theorem 4 and using Lemma 6 (equality (30) and (31)) we finally obtain E(T 
In this way we have proved the thesis statement.
Proved equalities (Theorem8 and 9) will be used when calculating the value of function W 1 oraz W 2 .
The algorithms' stability
In this section we shall introduce a certain measure which let us examine the influence of the change of jobs' parameters on the goal function value (1) i.e. the solution stability.
Let δ = ((p 1 , u 1 , w 1 , e 1 , d 1 ) , . . . , (p n , u n , w n , e n , d n )) be an example of deterministic data for the TWT problem. By D(δ ) we denote a set of data generated from δ by a disturbance of jobs parameters. A disturbance consists in changing these times on random determined values.
Let A = {AD, AP} where AD and AP is the deterministic and the probabilistic algorithm, respectively (i.e. solving examples with deterministic or random times of jobs' performance) for the TWT problem. By π δ we denote a solution (a permutation) determined by the algorithm A for a data δ . Then, let f (A, π δ , ϕ) be the cost of jobs' execution (1) for the example ϕ in a sequence determined by a solution (a permutation) π δ determined by the algorithm A for data δ . Then,
we call the solution stability π δ (of an example δ ) determined by the algorithm A on the set of disturbed data D(δ ).
Let Ω be a set of deterministic examples for the problem of jobs' arrangement. The stability rate of the algorithm A on the set Ω is defined in the following way:
In the following section we will present numerical experiments that allow comparisons of the deterministic stability coefficient S(AD, Ω) with the probabilistic stability coefficient S(AP, Ω).
selection criterion W 1 (6) , and by AP 2 -with criterion W 2 (7) . The algorithms have been tested on two classes of instances of various size and level of difficulty: (i) 375 benchmark instances of three different sizes with 40, 50 and 100 jobs from the OR-Library [20] . (ii) test problems were generated as follows: for each job i, an integer processing time p i was generated from the uniform distribution [1, 100] and integer weights w i were generated from the uniform distribution [1, 10] . Let P = ∑ n i=1 p i . Distributions of deadline d i depend on P and two additional parameters L and R which take on values from 0.2 to 1.0 in increments of 0.2. An integer deadline d i was generated from the uniform distribution [P(L−R/2), P(L+R/2)]. Five problems were generated for each of the 25 pairs of values of R and L, yielding 125 problems for each value of n=200,300,400,500.
The set of all 975 examples of deterministic data is denoted by Ω.
For each example of deterministic data there was an example of the probabilistic data designated with the following distributions of random variables (other values are deterministic): For simplicity, each of the these data sets (respectively for the case(a), (b), (c) and (d)) is denoted byΩ.
Initial permutation. The quality of solutions calculated by tabu search algorithm strongly depend on the starting point. Below we present the constructive heuristic algorithm which computes these solutions. It's based on the idea of NEH algorithm [19] and creates n elements' permutation π ∈ Φ.
For the job i ∈ J and the number x ≥ 0, let f i (x) = max{0, x − d i }.
Algorithm CA {Constructive Algorithm}
Enumerate jobs such as p 1 /w 1 ≥ p 2 /w 2 ≥, ... , ≥ p n /w n ; l := 1; for i := 2 to n do begin Insert a job i on one of positions 1, 2, ... , l so that the sum ∑ In the following section we will present numerical experiments that allow comparisons of the deterministic stability coefficient S(AD, Ω) with the probabilistic stability coefficient S(AP, Ω).
Computational experiments
Presented in Chapter 3.2 tabu search algorithm was adopted to solve the deterministic TWT problem (i.e. 1k∑w i T i ) and its variants with random parameters. In short, the deterministic algorithm will be denoted by AD, and the stochastic one by AP, whereas by AP 1 we denote stochastic algorithm with selection criterion W 1 (6) , and by AP 2 -with criterion W 2 (7). The algorithms have been tested on two classes of instances of various size and level of difficulty:
(i) 375 benchmark instances of three different sizes with 40, 50 and 100 jobs from the OR-Library [20] . (ii) test problems were generated as follows: for each job i, an integer processing time p i was generated from the uniform distribution [1, 100] and integer weights w i were generated from the uniform distribution [1, 10] . Let P = ∑ n i=1 p i . Distributions of deadline d i depend on P and two additional parameters L and R which take on values from 0.2 to 1.0 in increments of 0.2. An integer deadline d i was generated from the uniform distribution [P(L ¡ R/2), P(L + R/2)]. Five problems were generated for each of the 25 pairs of values of R and L, yielding 125 problems for each value of n = 200, 300, 400, 500. The set of all 975 examples of deterministic data is denoted by Ω.
For each example of deterministic data there was an example of the probabilistic data designated with the following distributions of random variables (other values are deterministic):
(a) processing times: For simplicity, each of the these data sets (respectively for the case(a), (b), (c) and (d)) is denoted by Ω .
Initial permutation. The quality of solutions calculated by tabu search algorithm strongly depend on the starting point. Below we present the constructive heuristic algorithm which computes these solutions. It's based on the idea of NEH algorithm [19] and creates n elements' permutation π 2 Φ.
For the job i 2 J and the number x ¸ 0, let f i (x) = max{0, Table 2 . When comparing the average relative error it turns out that, regardless of the number of tasks, deterministic algorithm AD sets significantly better solutions than both probabilistic algorithms. The average relative error of the deterministic algorithm is 0.51% and is considerably smaller (by about about 30%) than errors for probabilistic algorithms. It is especially clear for examples with a greater number of tasks. Both probabilistic algorithms AP 1 and AP 2 set similar solutions because their errors vary little and are respectively 0.70% and 0.75%. According to predictions the worst algorithm appeared to be a construction algorithm CA. The average relative error was 6.06% and almost 12 times greater than the error of the algorithm AD. Average maximum errors (δ mrpd ) have similar proportions. By far the best appeared to be algorithm AD. The worst set by this algorithm solutions differ on average by 0.67% from the best currently known values given in [20] . Computation time of one algorithm for all the 375 examples did not exceed 5 seconds. Since for the examples of the number of Table 3 . They are similar to those listed in Table 2 , the highest average (relative) improvements of solutions -12.40% set by AC algoritm was obtained by AD algoritm. Both stochastic algorithms set similar solutions. Average improvements differ slightly between each other and are respectively -8.96% and -8.59%. Similar proportions were observed for maximum improvement. Computation time of one algorithm in all 600 examples, did not exceed 3 minutes. Taken into consideartion the simplicity of algorithms and a small number of iterations it must be emphasized that the set solutions are fully satisfactory.
Stability of algorithms.
In order to investigate the stability of algorithms there were disturbed data sets generated. The basis was constituted on 975 examples of deterministic data from the set Ω described in (i) and (ii). In total, for each variant of probabilistic problem a), b), c) and d) there 97 500 examples of disturbed data generated. They were then solved by the algorithm AD, whose solutions constituted the basis for determining the stability coefficient of examined algorithms. Table 4 shows the results for problems with random parameters with the normal distribution. Both probabilistic algorithms have stability coefficient significantly smaller than the deterministic algorithm. For random times of the tasks execution probabilistic algorithm AP 1 has a stability coefficient of 3.91% and it is more than twice lower than 8.25% -coefficient of deterministic algorithm AD. Coefficient 3.91% of AP 1 algorithm shows that the random disturbance of tasks execution times decreases the value of the objective function (in relation to solutions of AD) algorithm on average by 3.91%. Table 5 . For cases where the task parameters are random variables with Erlang distribution stability of solutions (presented in Table 5 ) is similar to the normal distribution (Table 4) . Both probabilistic algorithms are much more stable than the deterministic algorithm. In summary, on the basis of the given results it can be concluded that probabilistic algorithms are significantly more stable. The solutions determined by them are much less sensitive to any random change in the parameters of the problem. For random processing times of tasks algorithm AP 1 is more stable, whereas for the tasks due dates -slightly better is algorithm AP 2 .
randomness most often met while dealing with management practices. The paper presents the design of algorithm based on the tabu search method for a single machine jobs scheduling problem. Computational experiments were conducted to investigate the stability of algorithms, that is, the problem of the impact of the disorder parameter on changes in values of the optimized criterion. The obtained results clearly indicate that much more stable are the probabilistic algorithms, that is the algorithms, in which, as the comparative criterion, there was a function of central moments of random goal functions adopted. Possible implementation of proposed methods includes optimization of single production nest of the manufacturing system (bottleneck) and its generalization to multi-machine problems with uncertain parameters (e.g dependent on the weather) which can be modelled by probabilistic processing times, for instance in construction or industry. 
Remarks and conclusions
In this work there was considered a problem of uncertain data modeling methods with the use of random variables with normal or Erlang distribution, which well describes the 'natural'
